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Abstract. We developed a thermal dissociation cavity -enhanced absorpt ion spectroscopy (TD-CEAS) for the in- situ 11 

measurement of NO2, total peroxy nitrates (PNs, RO2NO2), and total alkyl nitrates (ANs, RONO2) in the atmosphere. 12 

PNs and ANs arewere thermally converted to NO2 at the corresponding pyrolysispyrolytic temperatures and detected 13 

by CEAS at 435 - -455 nm. The instrument samplessampled sequentially from three channels at ambient temperature, 14 

453K453 K and 653K653 K, with a cycle of 3 minutes, for measuringmin, to measure NO2, NO2+PNs, and 15 

NO2+PNs+ANs, respectively.. The absorptions between the three channels arewere used to derive the mixing ratios 16 

of PNs and ANs by the spectral fitting. The limit of detection limit (LOD) is estimated to be, 1σ) for retrieving NO2  17 

was 97 parts per trillion (pptv (1σ) at) in 6 s intervals for NO2.. The measurement uncertainty of NO2  is estimated to be 18 

8was 9%, while the uncertainties of PNs and ANs detection iswere larger than those of NO2  due to some chemical 19 

interferences that occurred in the heatingheated channels, such as the reaction of NO (or NO2) with the peroxy radicals 20 

produced by the thermal dissociation of organic nitrates. Based on the laboratory experiments and numerical 21 

simulations, we set upcreated a lookuplook-up table method to correct these interferences in PNs and ANs 22 

channelchannels under various concentrations of ambient organic nitrates, NO, and NO2. Finally, we present the first 23 

field deployment and comparedcompare it with other instruments during a field campaign in China , the advantage. 24 

The advantages and limitations of this instrument are outlined.  25 
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1. Introduction 26 

Organic nitrates (ONs) act as the temporary NOx reservoir species, which affects theaffect atmospheric circulation 27 

and has impacts onimpact air quality and climate (Mellouki et al., 2015). Peroxy nitrates (PNs, RO2NO2) and alkyl 28 

nitrates (ANs, RONO2) are the two important kinds of organic nitrates. They are closely related to the distribution of 29 

oxidants in the atmosphere by terminating the HOx cycle. ONs are also the important precursors of secondary organic 30 

aerosol (SOAaerosols (SOAs) (Berkemeier et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2016; Ng et al., 2017; Rollins et  al., 2012). Volatile 31 

organic compounds (VOCs) are oxidized by OH or O3 to produce peroxy radicals (RO2), and then the RO2 reacts 32 

with NO2  to produce PNs (R1). In addition, the aldehydes formed during the process of NO3 oxidizing isoprene at 33 

night react with NO3 to form PNs. PNs can be divided into two categories depending on the nature of the RO2 group. 34 

One is peroxy acyl nitrates (PANs) when RO2 is R’CR'C (O)OO, among which PPN (peroxypropionyl nitrate) and 35 

PAN (peroxyacetyl nitrate) dominate PNs with the percentagepercentages of 75%--90% due to thetheir relatively 36 

high thermal stability. WhileThe other is some peroxy nitrates without acyl groupgroups, which are only abundant in 37 

the cold regions (Roberts, 1990; Roberts et  al., 1998b; Thieser et al., 2016; Wooldridge et al., 2010) . The sink 38 

pathways of PNs include deposition, thermal decomposition, photolysis, and OH oxidation, and the thermal 39 

decomposition dominates in the troposphere with a temperature dependence (R2). Therefore, the lifetime of PAN is 40 

variousvaries from less than one hour to several months, depending on the environmental conditions.   41 

RO2 + NO2 + M → RO2NO2+ M                    (R1) 42 

RO2NO2+ M → RO2 + NO2 + M                    (R2) 43 

AtIn the high NOx region, RO2 reacts primarily with NO to produce ANs. ANs can be also be emitted directly 44 

from biomass combustion and the ocean. The ocean emission isOcean emissions are regarded as the main source of 45 

short-chain ANs (C1-C3), and up to tens of pptv of the species above have been measured in marine areas (Atlas et 46 

al., 1993; Chuck et al., 2002; Talbot et al., 2000). The NO3-initiated ANs during the night isare generally considered 47 

to be important, which has and have a higher organic nitrate yield compared withthan OH-initiated ANs (Horowitz 48 

et al., 2007; Perring et al., 2013). During the daytime, there is a branchbranching reaction in formingbetween RO2 49 

and NO to form ANs (R3R3a) with a small branch ratio (1%--30%) (Arey et al., 2001; Reisen et al ., 2005; Russell 50 

and Allen, 2005; Wennberg et al., 2018). Ambient ANs are removed by photolysis or oxidation to produce NOx or 51 

HNO3, be deposited; deposition or transportedtransportation as NOx reservoirs. ANs play a significant role in SOA 52 

formation (Lee et al., 2016; Zare et al., 2018). Monofunctional ANs are stable and account for a small proportion of 53 

ANs, among which the onesthose formed from alkanes can be the tracers of human activities in remote areas 54 

(Simpson et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2003). Polyfunctional ANs are hard to detect since they are more reactive than 55 

monofunctional ANs. 56 

RO2 + NO + M → RO2NO + M                     (R3a) 57 

RO2 + NO+ M → RO + NO2                       (R3b) 58 

The various sources and sinks of ONs complicate their atmospheric distribution. The measurement of ANs and 59 

PNs has been developed by gas chromatography (GC). GC is used for the separation of species, and then the separated 60 

substances are quantified by using electron capture detectors (ECD), luminol chemiluminescence (CL), or mass 61 

spectrometry (MS) (Atlas, 1988; Blanchard et al., 1993; Flocke et al., 2005; Gaffney et al., 1998; Hao et al., 1994; 62 

Luxenhofer et al., 1994; Tanimoto et al., 1999). These methods measure individual species accurately (Roberts et al., 63 

2003), but the individual standards are incomprehensive. MeanwhileFurthermore, the methods suffer from relatively 64 

low time resolution (Blanchard et al., 1993)(Blanchard et al., 1993). The strength of the bond between the NO2  group 65 

and the organic group determines the temperature to pyrolyze the organic nitrates. The cleavage of the NO2 group in 66 

PNs requires approximately 85-115 kJ/mol (Kirchner et al., 1999), while for ANs, the Day et al. (2002) used the 67 

feature of gradient pyrolysis of reactive nitrogen compounds and determined NO2 product by TD-LIF (thermal-68 
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dissociation laser-induced fluorescence), achieving the measurement of PNs, ANs, and gaseous HNO3pyrolytic 69 

process requires approximately 160-170 kJ/mol (Roberts, 1990); therefore, PNs are more prone to dissociate 70 

thermally. Based on the feature of gradient pyrolysis of reactive nitrogen compounds, TD-LIF (thermal-dissociation 71 

laser-induced fluorescence) was developed to measure PNs, ANs, and gaseous HNO3 indirectly by quantifying the 72 

NO2 product (Day et al., 2002) . After thatAfterwards, chemical ionization mass spectrometry (CIMS) and), cavity 73 

enhancedring-down spectroscopy have been(CRDS) and cavity attenuated phase-shift spectroscopy (CAPS) are used 74 

to quantify the pyrolysispyrolytic products (Paul and Osthoff, 2010; Slusher et al., 2004; Thieser et al., 2016; Wild 75 

et al., 2014). The detection limits and response times of TD-CIMS are excellent, but 13C-labeled PAN is required as 76 

an internal standard. TD-CRDS (cavity ring-down spectroscopy) and TD-CAPS (cavity attenuated phase shift 77 

spectroscopy) have achieved measurements of PNsshow high spatial and ANstemporal resolution and good 78 

measurement capability (Sadanaga et al., 2016; Sobanski et al., 2016), which showed high spatial and temporal 79 

resolution and good measurement capability.. CEAS (cavity-enhanced absorption spectroscopy) is a powerful 80 

technology that can monitor several compounds or species simultaneously with broad absorption bands being 81 

detected (Fiedler et al., 2003) and has been applied to measure many species in field studies, such as NO2, HONO, 82 

NO3, N2O5, IO, glyoxal, and methylglyoxal (Ball et al., 2004; Barbero et al., 2020; Duan et al., 2018; Gherman et al., 83 

2008; Jordan and Osthoff, 2020; Kahan et al., 2012; Langridge et al., 2006; Lechevallier et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019; 84 

Min et al., 2016; Thalman and Volkamer, 2010; Vaughan et al., 2008; Venables et al., 2006; Ventrillard-Courtillot et 85 

al., 2010; Ventrillard et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017a; Washenfelder et al., 2016; Washenfelder et al., 2008; Watt et 86 

al., 2009). 87 

Organic nitrates have a large range of mixing ratios in the atmosphere that vary from several pptv in the warm and 88 

remote regions to several ppbv in polluted regions. The fieldField measurements of organic nitrates have been 89 

extensively conducted in the United States and Europe (Fischer et al., 2000; Glavas and Moschonas, 2001; Kastler 90 

and Ballschmiter, 1999; Perring et al., 2009; Roberts et al., 1998a; Sobanski et al., 2017)，, but the related studies 91 

are sparse in China (Chen et al., 2017; Song et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018). Ozone pollution in 92 

China has occurred frequently in recent years (Ma et al., 2019; Shu et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2017b; 93 

Yin et al., 2019), but. Although many studies have examined the importanceeffect of PNs and ANs inon regulating 94 

ozone formation (Chen et al., 2018; Ling et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2010; Zeng et al., 95 

2019; Zhang et al., 2014), the issue has not been well studied. Here, we developed a pyrolysispyrolytic measurement 96 

system based on cavity enhanced absorption spectroscopy (CEAS) to detect NO2 , PNs, and ANs in the atmosphere. 97 

In this study, the detailed setup of the instrument, laboratory characterizations, and its first fi eld 98 

applicationsapplication in China are presented. 99 

2. Methods 100 

2.1 Instrumentation of TD-CEAS 101 

Our instrument is designed to measure NO2 , ANs and PNs in the atmosphere, whichand has the characteristics of 102 

good stability, low energy consumption and portability. The total weight of the instrument is less than 30 kg, the 103 

overall size is 110 × 60 × 50 cm, and the power consumption is less than 300 W. The measurement of NO2 is achieved 104 

by CEAS. Due to the feature of gradient pyrolysis of ANs and PNs, the sample gas flowing out from three different 105 

channels contains the total amount of NO2 at different temperatures. The gradient of NO2 concentration absorption 106 

at different pyrolysispyrolytic temperatures is used to retrieve the mixing ratio of NO2, PNs, and ANs. The time 107 

resolution of the instrument measurement is 6 s, the measurement time of each channel is 1 minutemin, and each 108 

cycle is 3 minutesmin. 109 

The CEAS system has been described in detail in previous literature (Duan et al., 2018; Fiedler et al., 2003; 110 
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Gherman et al., 2008; Jordan and Osthoff, 2020; Jordan et al., 2019; Langridge et al ., 2006; Liang et al., 2019; Liu 111 

et al., 2019; Min et al., 2016; Tang et al., 2020; Ventrillard-Courtillot et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2017a; Yi et al., 2016), 112 

sothus there is a brief introduction to the principle of the instrument  here. NO2 molecules have a specific absorption 113 

structure in the wavelength range of 400-500430-460 nm (Fig. S1). Based on Lambert-Beer's law, the extinction 114 

coefficient (α) is proportional to the absorber’sabsorber's concentration and the optical path. Here, α is mainly 115 

contributed by the molecular absorption, Rayleigh scattering and Mie scattering.  BesidesIn addition, it can also be 116 

obtained by comprehensive calculationcalculations through the intensity of the sampling spectrum, reference 117 

spectrum, mirror reflectivity, and effective cavity length  (𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑓 ).. 118 

In Eq. 1, λ is the wavelength of light, I0(λ) is the intensity of the reference spectrum, I(λ) is the sample spectrum, 119 

deff  is the effective cavity length (see Sec. 3.2 in detail), R(λ) is the mirror reflectivity, αMie(λ) is the extinction 120 

due to Mie scattering, αRayl(λ)  is the extinction due to Rayleigh scattering, and ni  and σi (λ)  are the number 121 

density and absorption cross-section of ith gas compounds, respectively. According to Eq. 1, it is necessary to quantify 122 

the mirror reflectivity, effective cavity length, and NO2 absorption cross-section. 123 

 α(λ) = (
I0(λ)

I(λ)
-1) (

1-R(λ)

deff

) 124 

  = ∑ n i  × σi 

i

(λ) + αMie(λ) + αRayl(λ)                             (1) 125 

As shown in Fig. 1a, the optical layout of the CEAS consists of thea light source, collimating optics, cage system, 126 

high-finesse cavity and a commercial spectrograph with a charge -coupled device (CCD) detector. The core of the 127 

light source module is a single-color LED (M450D3, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, USA), centering at 445 which emits 128 

approximately 1850 mW optical power at approximately 450 nm with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 18 129 

nm. To obtain a stable output of the light source, the input current and operating temperature of the light source are 130 

stabilized to reduce the intensity and wavelength drift. The switching power supply is 12 VDC with a current of 1.00 131 

± 0.01 A. The constantConstant current control is achieved through a stable current source. The temperature of the 132 

light source is controlled by the Proportion Integration Differentiationproportion integration differentiation (PID) 133 

algorithm and stabilized at 24.0 ± 0.1 ℃°C.  134 

Four stainless steel columns are used to collimate two opposing high-mirror mounting bases. The two endplates in 135 

the middle of the cage structure further enhance the stability of the system. The light source is introduced into the 136 

system through a fiber connected to a two-dimensional adjustment frame (CXY1, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, USA) 137 

through a connector. The plano-convex lens (f = 30 mm) is installed in another adjustment frame, and the two 138 

adjustment frames are connected by a customcustomized X-shaped adapter, which is fixed at the end with the light 139 

source. The center alignment of the light source, the lens, and the high-reflectivity module areis achieved by adjusting 140 

the adjustment frame in the vertical and horizontal directions. Then, blue light is thus introduced into an optical cavity 141 

composed of a pair of high-reflectivity (HR) mirrors. The high-reflectivity mirrorof HR mirrors (CRD450-1025-100, 142 

Advanced thin films, ColoradoCO, USA) is reported by the manufacturer to be greater than 0.9999 (440 – -460 nm) 143 

with a radius curvature of 1.0 m and a diameter of 25.4 mm. The high-reflectivity mirrors are installed in the groove 144 

of the special customcustomized base and sealed by an O-ring, and then the three-dimensional micro-145 

adjustmentmicroadjustment is achieved by squeezing the lens and the O-ring to finely adjust their pitch and yaw 146 

finely. The distance between mirrors is 39.0 cm, and high-purity nitrogen (> 99.999 %), which passes through the 147 

small hole before the mirror base, is used as a purge gas to protect the mirror surface.  148 

带格式的: 图案: 清除
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 151 

Figure 1. The overall schematic of the CEAS (a) and the instrument (b). The CEAS is mainly composed of LEDLEDs, collimating optics, 152 

a cage structure, a high-finesse cavity and a spectrometer. After filtering the PM, the gas goespasses through three quartz tubes, and then 153 

the alternate measurements of NO2, NO2+PNs and NO2+PNs+ANs isare achieved by three-way solenoid valves.  154 

 155 

The cavity system is sealed by two welded bellows, two polytetrafluoroethylenes (PTFE) connecting pieces, and 156 

a stainless-steel sampling cell whichthat is internally polished. The PTFE connecting piece connects the sampling 157 

cell and the bellows and also acts as a sample inlet and outlet. As shown in Fig. 1a,1(a), the distance between the inlet 158 

and the outlet (dsam) is 32.0 cm. After passing through the sampling cavity, the blue light is converged byconverges 159 

through another plano-convex mirror (f = 50 mm). It enters the detector- spectrometer (QE65PRO, Ocean Optics, 160 

Dunedin, FL, USA) for signal acquisition through an optical fiber. The dark current in the CCD of the spectrometer 161 

is reduced by controlling the temperature of the CCD at -20.0 ℃°C; the width of the entrance slit is 100 μm and, the 162 

corresponding wavelength resolution is 0.39 nm;, and the detection wavelength range is 413.48 - -485.48 nm. 163 

The schematic of the TD-CEAS is shown in Fig. 1b.1(b). The flow system mainly includes the particulate matter 164 
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filteringfilter in the front end of the sampling line, the quartz tubes for species pyrolysispyrolytic conversion, the 165 

three-way system switching module, the detection module (CEAS) and the flow control module. The sample gas 166 

firstlyfirst passes through a PTFE filter membrane (25 μm thickness, 4.6 cm diameter,  and 2.5 μm pore size, Typris, 167 

China) to remove ambient aerosols. The sample gas enters the system through a 1/44' inch PFA 168 

(polytetrafluoroethylene) tube, and is then is divided into three channels (NO2 channel, ANs channel, and PNs 169 

channel) by using two T-shaped PFA three-way connectionconnections. The gas flow at the end of each channel is 170 

controlled at 0.8 L /min-1, and the total flow rate (sample flow gas and purge gas) is 2.6 L /min-1 maintained by mass 171 

flow controllers and a diaphragm pump. 172 

The quartz tubes have a length of 35 cm, which hashave an inner diameter of 5 mm and an outer diameter of 10 173 

mm, and are connected to the system through a 10 mm to 1/44' inch PTFE connection. The quartz tubes of the ANs 174 

channel and the PNs channel are heated by resistance wirewires, and the temperature is controlled by the PID 175 

algorithm. An asbestos sleeve on the quartz tube'stube surface is used to achieve the insulation ofinsulate heat 176 

exchange with the external environment. The heating powerpowers of the PNs channel and ANs channel are 177 

aboutapproximately 20 W and 50 W, respectively. The length of the heating module is 15 cm. According to the 178 

pyrolysispyrolytic efficiency experiment  (see Sec. 3.4 for details), the heating temperatures for the ANs and PNs 179 

channels are controlled at 180 ℃ and 380 ℃, respectively. If it is assumed that the temperature of the heating part is 180 

uniform, the gas residence times of the ANs and PNs channels are 92.3 ms and 141.9 ms, respectively.380 °C and 181 

180 °C, respectively. One CEAS is used to detect  the NO2 absorption of different channels to reduce the cross-182 

interference due to the difference of multi-detectors.multidetectors. A solenoid valve is connected behind the quartz 183 

tube of each channel. At the same time, a time relay is used to periodically control the three T-shaped solenoid valves 184 

periodically.(71335SN2KVJ1, Parker Hannfin, USA), and the internal surface of the T-shaped solenoid valves is 185 

stainless steel. Each channel has the same constant flow rate no matterregardless of whether the sampling air 186 

drawdraws into the CEAS or vent. At the end of the channels, mass flow controllers are used to restrictingrestrict the 187 

flow rate.  188 

2.2 Laboratory experimentsexperimental setup 189 

To characterize the performance and potential interferences of this instrument, we used a photochemical PAN source 190 

in the laboratory experiments. Acetone undergoes photolysis at 285 nm from a Hg lamp, and then generates excess 191 

PA radicals (peroxyacetyl radicals) in the zero air. At this time, aA small amount of NO reacts with PAPAs to form 192 

NO2, and then NO2 further reacts with PAPAs to form PAN. We gotobtained a standard PAN source in this way, which 193 

generated a source at a level of 1-10 ppbv. The source was used for the laboratory experiments after the temperature 194 

of the Hg lamp stabilized at 39.0 °C, and the source level wasand stability were double-checked by a GC-ECD 195 

instrument. To investigate the potential interferences caused by the pyrolysis of organic radical products reactreacting 196 

with ambient NO and NO2 in the TD-CEAS, a multi-gasmultigas calibrator (146i, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc., 197 

USA) was used to generate O3  gas by photolysis of oxygen, and outputoutputted well-mixed gases by mixingdiluting 198 

NO or NO2 with zero air according to the requirementsrequirement of studying the potential inferences caused by 199 

ambient NO and NO2. NO (1 ppmv) and NO2 (10 ppmv) bottle gases were connected to the multi-gasmultigas 200 

calibrator. An ozone monitor was used to detectingdetect O3 levels in these experiments (49i, Thermo Fisher 201 

Scientific, Inc., USA). A NOx monitor was used to detectingdetect NO and NO2 levellevels in these experiments (42i, 202 

Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc., USA). Pure N2 (>99.9999%) and He (>99.9999%) bottle gasgases were used to 203 

calibrate the mirror reflectivity of the CEAS and to purge the mirrors. 204 

2.3 Box model 205 

A box model was established to mimic the experimental results and study the potential interferences of NO and NO2 206 

in the PNs and ANs measurementmeasurements. The chemical mechanism is followed bybased on previous work 207 
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(Thieser et al., 2016). These reactions induring the pyrolysispyrolytic process in the box model are listed in Text S1, 208 

and the reaction rate of these reactions is mainly taken from the MCM.Master Chemical Mechanism, MCM v3.3 209 

(website: http://mcm.leeds.ac.uk/MCM) (Jenkin et al., 1997; Saunders et al., 2003). As the wall loss has an important 210 

effect on the lifetime of free radicals, we set the wall loss constant (kwall) of RO2 as the value ofto 0.3 /s (Thieser et 211 

al., 2016; Wooldridge et al., 2010). The wall loss rate coefficients of HO2 and OH are selected as the values of 0.5 212 

and 5.4 /s, respectively (Fuchs et al., 2008). The residence time of the sampling gas in each channel is calculated by 213 

considering the temperature distribution. The time step of the model is set to 0.001s. 001 s. 214 

3. Instrument characterization 215 

3.1 Mirror reflectivity 216 

The spectra of the pure N2 (>0.99999) or He (>0.99999) filling the cavity through the purge lines are collected to 217 

calibrate the mirror reflectivity, as the Rayleigh scattering section of the two is significantly distinct , so; therefore, 218 

R(λ) can be calibrated according to Eq. 2 (Chen and Venables, 2011; Min et al., 2016). 219 

  R(λ) = 1 - d × (
IN2 (λ) × nN2

 × σRayl,N2
(λ) - IHe (λ) × nHe × σRayl,He (λ)

IHe (λ) - IN2 (λ)
)             (2) 220 

Wherewhere d is the distance between two high-reflectivity mirrors, λ is the wavelength, IN2 (λ) and IHe (λ) are 221 

spectrumsspectra obtained when the cavity is filled with pure N2 and He, respectively, nN2
 and nHe  are the number 222 

densitydensities calculated at the measurement temperature and pressure in the cavity, respectively, and 223 

σRayl,N2
(λ) and σRayl,He(λ) are the Rayleigh scattering sectionsections of N2  and He, respectively (Shardanand, 1977; 224 

Sneep and Ubachs, 2005). Fig. 2 shows the average of the mirror reflectivity calibration results. The R(λ) is above 225 

0.9999 inat 435-465 nm, and up to 0.99992 at 450 nm. The total uncertainty of the mirror reflectivity is 5%, which 226 

comes from the uncertainty in the scattering section of N2 . The blue line is the average optical path length when the 227 

sampling flow rate in the cavity is 0.8 L /min-1, which is equal to deff/(1-R) (deff is 31.84 cm), with thea value up to 228 

5.2 km at 450 nm. 229 

 230 

 231 
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 232 

Figure 2. Mirror reflectivity and optical path length calibrated by He (>0.99999) and N2 (>0.99999). The red line is the average R(λ),) 233 

and the blue line is the optical path length.  234 

3.2 Effective cavity length 235 

The effective length of the absorbers (named effective cavity length, deff) in the detection cell is shorter than the 236 

physical distance of the cavity with purge; thus, it needs to be calibrated. We performed the concentration 237 

determination on the NO2 standard source (130 ppbv) under two experimental settings with or without purging and 238 

then used Eq. 1 to calculate deff. The ratio of NO2 absorption with and without purging is equal to the ratio of the 239 

effective cavity length to the physical distance L between the mirrors (deff/L). A NO2 stand was prepared from a 240 

bottled standard (5 ppmv NO2) and diluted with high-purity N2 in the multi-gasa multigas calibrator (146i, Thermo 241 

Fisher Scientific, Inc., Waltham, MA, USA). As shown in Fig. 3a, the retrieved concentration of NO2 shows a general  242 

positive correlation trend with the flow rate with N2 purging; the concentration of NO2 is 130 ppbv without a purge. 243 

The deff/L at different sampling flow rates is shown in Fig. 3b. It is found that theThe ratio of the effective cavity 244 

length increases as the flow rate increases, suggesting the importance of airflow rate stability during sampling. The 245 

uncertainty of the prepared NO2  standard source is estimated to be 2.0%, while the uncertainty of the NO2 absorption 246 

cross-section is 4.0%, according to Voigt et al. (2002). As a result, the total uncertainty of deff calibration is 4.5% 247 

(Voigt et al., 2002). 248 

 249 
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 250 

 251 

Figure 3. The results of the effective cavity length. Panel (a) The black line represents the flow rate, and the red points, and brown 252 

diamonds represent the retrieved NO2 concentration with and without nitrogen purge (100 sccm×2), respectively ;. Panel (b) The 253 

correlation dependence ofrelationship between the ratio of the effective cavity length (deff) to cavity physical distance (L) onand the 254 

sampling flow rate.  255 
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3.3 Spectral fitting 256 

The absorption cross-section of NO2 measured by (Voigt et al., . (2002) is used to retrieve the NO2 concentration in 257 

this study. The absorption cross-section of NO2 between 435-455nm455 nm is selected to perform the spectral fitting. 258 

It washas been reported that the NO2  cross-section is not sensitive to the temperature changechanges (Vandaele et al., 259 

2002; Voigt et al., 2002), so the; therefore, convolution is only performed for our instrument setup at ambient 260 

temperature. The peak at 436.2 nm of the Hg spectrum measured by the spectrometer is used to generate a 261 

wavelength-dependent instrument  slit function that accounts for the change ofin spectral resolution over the CCD 262 

pixels. The convoluted cross-section of NO2 is shown in Fig. S1. The measured absorption coefficient (α) is processed 263 

by the DOASIS (Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy Intelligent System). The fitting shift is constrained 264 

within ±0.2 nm. Glyoxal has strong absorption in the same optical window (Liu et al., 2019; Min et al., 2016; Thalman 265 

et al., 2015; Thalman and Volkamer, 2010; Washenfelder et al., 2008), but here, we do not take glyoxal absorption 266 

into consideration in spectrumthe spectral fitting. The inclusion of glyoxal in the spectral fitting would enlarge the 267 

fitting residual. Our field measurements showed that the uncertainty caused by excluding glyoxal fitting was 268 

approximately 4% (Fig. S2). Fig. 4 shows two examples of the spectral fitting of the measured absorption of high 269 

and low NO2 at a 6 s integration time during the ambient measurement. The retrieved mixing ratioratios of NO2 is 270 

18were 16.2 ± 0.1 ppbv and 1.8 ± 0.1 ppbv, respectively. The corresponding fitting residual, which is the difference 271 

between the measured and fitting results, is in the range of 10× × 10-9 at 435-455 nm, suggesting the system can 272 

guarantee the accuracy for different levels of NO2 measurement. A typical measurement sequence during the ambient 273 

measurement is illustrated in Fig. 5, which displays NO2  mixing ratios afterof three channels alternatively. The mixing 274 

ratio of NO2 in different channels is detected periodically, and there are several transitional points due to switching 275 

measurement phases. Therefore, we excluded the transition point of each phase and the two data points before and 276 

after the transition point to avoid measurement error. As we discuss later, the mixing ratio of ANs and PNs can be 277 

calculated by subtracting the NO2 mixing ratio measured from different channels.    278 

  279 

 280 

 281 
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 282 

Figure 4. An example of the spectral fit for an extinction spectrum measured (6 s average) during field measurements. The fitted results 283 

of NO2 are shown, and the total fit result, and the residual at high concentrationconcentrations (a) and low concentrationconcentrations 284 

(b).) are shown. 285 

 286 
 287 

 288 
Figure 5. An example of typical measurements performed in a field study with a 6 s spectrum integral time. A measurement cycle includes 289 

three phases whose duration is 60 s. The red points denote the NO2 mixing ratio measured in the ANs channel ([NO2] 380℃°C), the 290 

blue onespoints denote the NO2 mixing ratio measured in the PNs channel ([NO2] 180℃°C), and the black onespoints denote the NO2 291 

mixing ratio measured in the reference channel ([NO2] Ambientambient temperature). 292 

 293 

There are two methods to determine the mixing ratio of ONs and PNs. One is the differential concentration method. 294 

The differential NO2 concentration is gradient subtracted between different measurement channels after the spectrum 295 
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fitting, as ('CONC'). As shown in Eqs. 3-6, and the I0 is fixed during the data analysis by using pure nitrogenthe N2 296 

spectrum (‘CONC’):: ITD380  and ITD180  are spectrumsthe spectra obtained by ONswhen the CEAS detects the ANs 297 

channel and PNs measurement channelschannel, respectively; IN2 is athe N2 spectrum obtained when the cavity is 298 

filled with N2 (>0.99999); αTD380 and αTD180 are absorption coefficients when setting IN2 is set as the reference 299 

spectrumI0 , and setting ITD380 or ITD180  is set as sample spectrumI, respectively; and after eliminatingdeleting the 300 

abnormal points caused by phase switching, [ONs] is obtained by subtracting [NO2]TD380 from the average of the 301 

effective points of [NO2]TD380 and [NO2]REF, and [PNs] is obtained by subtracting [NO2]TD180 from the average of the 302 

effective points of [NO2]TD180 and [NO2]REF . The other method is the differential absorption method, ('SPEC'), by 303 

using the dynamic background spectrum method (‘SEPC’) for spectral fitting (Eqs. 7-8): IREF   is the spectrum 304 

obtained at the ambient temperature measurement reference channel; ONs can be retrieved based on ITD380  and IREF; 305 

and PNs can be retrieved by ITD180  and IREF . An intercomparison of field measurements shows that the 'SPEC' 306 

method results in fewer outliers (Fig. 6). For the 'SPEC' method, the shift and squeeze of the spectrum is performed 307 

only once during the spectral fitting, which reduces the uncertainty caused by the second spectral fitting. Therefore, 308 

we selected the 'SPEC' method to retrieve the concentrations of NO2, PNs, and ANs in the following data processes. 309 

An intercomparison of field measurement shows that the ‘SEPC’ method results in fewer outliers (Fig. 6). For the 310 

‘SEPC’ method, the shift and squeeze of the spectrum is performed only once during the spectrum fitting, which 311 

reduces the uncertainty caused by the second spectrum fitting. Therefore, we selected the ‘SEPC’ method to retrieve 312 

the concentration of NO2, PNs, and ANs in the following data processes.  313 

αTD380 = (
ITD380

IN2

-1) (
1-R(λ)

deff
)                        (3) 314 

αTD180 = (
ITD180

IN2

-1) (
1-R(λ)

deff
)                        (4)           315 

[ONs] = [NO2]
TD380

-[NO2]
REF

                     (5)                  316 

[PNs] = [NO2]
TD180

-[NO2]
REF

                     (6) 317 

α[ONs]  = (
ITD380

IREF
-1) (

1-R(λ)

deff
)                         (7) 318 

α[PNs] = (
ITD180

IREF
-1) (

1-R(λ)

deff
)                         (8) 319 

 320 

 321 
Figure 6. An example of the calculation results of the fixed I0 (‘CONC’'CONC') and dynamic I0 (‘SPEC’'SPEC') methods performed in 322 

the field measurements. Orange dotspoints represent the results of the ‘CONC’'CONC' method, and dark blue dotspoints represent the 323 

calculation results of the ‘SPEC’'SPEC' method. 324 
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3.4 The efficiency of thermal dissociation 325 

The strength of the bond between the NO2 group and the organic group determines the temperature to pyrolyze the 326 

organic nitrates. The cleavage of the NO2 group in PNs requires about 85-115 kJ/mol (Kirchner et al., 1999), while 327 

for ANs, the pyrolysis process requires about 160-170 kJ/mol (Roberts, 1990), so PNs are more prone to dissociate 328 

thermally. For the pyrolysispyrolytic measurement of organic nitrates, the exact temperature setting for complete 329 

pyrolysis varies, mainly due to the many factors that affect the efficiency of thermal dissociation, such as the 330 

specificity of the quartz tube, the heating residence time, and  the temperature distribution of the heating part (Womack 331 

et al., 2017). The thermal dissociation of PAN was tested separately in the PNs channel and ANs channelschannel, 332 

and the efficiency curves arewere the same between ANs channel and PNs channel.. The heating temperature is the 333 

temperature of the quartz tube surface rather than the airflow temperature in the quartz tube. The experiments were 334 

doneperformed under normal sampling conditions, and the heating temperature was evaluated from room temperature 335 

to 440 ℃°C to determine the appropriate heating temperature. Fig. 7 shows that the pyrolysis of PAN startstarts when 336 

the heating temperature is approximately 50 °C. The curve seems to reach a plateau when the heating temperature is 337 

about 50 ℃. The curve seems to reach a platform when the heating temperature is aroundapproximately 180 ℃°C. 338 

However, the normalized signal of thermal dissociation of PAN reaches the final platformplateau once the 339 

temperature is above 360 ℃°C. Similarly, the PAN is reported to be thermally dissociated totally aboutcompletely at  340 

approximately 400 ℃°C (Friedrich et al., 2020). The occurrence of (Friedrich et al., 2020). The presence of alkyl  341 

nitrates in the PAN source has been reported before by previous studies and was regarded as the reason for the dual-342 

platform phenomenon is due to the competitive progress of pyrolysis and recombination reactions. PAN will produce 343 

NO2 and PA after thermal plateau profile of PNs dissociation, but PA (Paul et al., 2009). Here, we cannot rule out the 344 

possibility of alkyl nitrate impurities. However, the source level of PAN is equal to 92 ± 3% of NOx input, suggesting 345 

only a very small percentage (≤ 8% on average), if any, of ANs. If the PAN source is equal to 4 ppbv in the PNs 346 

channel at 180 °C, as Fig. S3 shows, PAN will first dissociate completely, and then PAs will recombine with NO2 if 347 

PA is not lost on the wall surface in time (R7-R8). Therefore, the thermal curve shows two platforms as the heating 348 

temperature increases. to form PAN when the air flow passes through the cooling lines. 349 

To further study the thermal dissociation of organic nitrates in the heated channels, the box model simulations 350 

arewere conducted to reproduce the response relationship between heating temperature and NO 2 generated by 351 

pyrolysis. If the PAN source is equal to 4 ppbv in the PNs channel at 180 °C, as Fig. S3 shows, PAN will first 352 

dissociate completely, and then PAs will recombine with NO2 to form PAN when the air flow passes through the 353 

cooling lines. As shown in Fig. 7, PAN gradually transforms into NO2 and CH3O2NO2 as the setting temperature 354 

increases. The simulated signals of thermal dissociation of PAN show two platforms similar toplateaus, which is 355 

generally consistent with the experimental results generally. However, there are some differences betweenfrom 356 

260 °C to 360 ℃°C, which may come from the simulation uncertainties such as the temperature profile in the 357 

heatingheated channel, the follow-up reactions of PA radicals and their reaction rates. The first platformplateau at 358 

180 ℃°C is caused by the recombination of PAPAs and NO2 after the pyrolysis of PAN, soand the time for 359 

recombination from the end of the tube to the inlet is 297 ms. Therefore, recombination cannot be ignored when the 360 

heating temperature level is around the first platform. The second temperature platformtemper plateau period 361 

indicates that almost all PAN is transformed into NO2 , which is due to the increase in the pyrolysispyrolytic loss of 362 

PAPAs, and the pyrolysis of PAN is enhanced with increasing temperature. 363 

The occurrence of the dual-plateau phenomenon is due to the competition of pyrolysis and recombination reactions. 364 

PAN will produce NO2 and PAs after thermal dissociation, but PAs will recombine with NO2 if PAs are not lost on 365 

the wall surface in time (R7-R8). Therefore, the thermal curve shows two plateaus as the heating temperature 366 

increases. The concentration of PAN source and wall loss rate of RO2 influence the fraction of related species. Fig. 367 

8(a) and (c) show that the gap between the two platformsplateaus increases with PAN concentration and decreases 368 
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withas the wall loss rate coefficients of RO2 increasingincrease. The wall loss of RO2 competes with the 369 

recombination of PA radicalradicals and NO2. Therefore, a high wall loss rate coefficient of RO2 reduces the 370 

recombination for PAN. 371 

The consistentconsistency between the observed and simulated thermal efficiencyefficiencies of PAN suggests that 372 

the model simulation is reliable. Without the ANs source to quantify the thermal efficiency of ANs, we try to use the 373 

model simulation to determine the heating temperature of the ANs channel. Based on the same parameter settings of 374 

the model, MeN (methyl nitrate, CH3NO3) is selected as the representative of ANs to simulate the pyrolysispyrolytic 375 

efficiency curve. Fig. 8(b) and (d) show that the MeN can be totally thermally dissociated totally when the 376 

temperature is over 380 ℃, indicates°C, indicating that thea temperature set to 380 ℃°C for the ANs channel is 377 

reasonable. The simulation also showed that the two factors have almost no effect on the pyrolysis of MeN, which is 378 

completely pyrolyzed to produce NO2 when the temperature is 380 ℃°C. The simulation results are similar toagree 379 

with previous reports about the temperature setting of thermal dissociation of ANs, whose heating temperatures are  380 

set in thewith a range from 350 °C to 450 ℃°C (Day et al., 2002; Sadanaga et al., 2016; Sobanski et al., 2016; Thieser 381 

et al., 2016). Therefore, 180 ℃°C and 380 ℃°C are selected as the heating temperaturetemperatures of the PNs 382 

channel and ANs channel, respectively. In addition, the interference of incomplete dissociation for PAN in the PNs 383 

channel at 180 °C is considered in the look-up table for correction, which is detailed in Sect. 4.1 . 384 

 385 

 386 

 387 

 388 

Figure 7. Normalized signals of thermal dissociation of PAN. The blue points represent the normalized signal of the observed NO2 389 

mixing ratio during thermal dissociation. The histogram represents the simulated distribution of thermal dissociation product s at different 390 

temperatures, in which the gray, green and orange columns represent PAN, NO2 and HNO3CH3O2NO2, respectively.  391 
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 392 

 393 

 394 

Figure 8. Model -simulated thermal decomposition profiles of PAN and MeN with different amounts of PAN or MeN under different 395 

wall loss rate coefficientcoefficients of RO2. PanelPanels (a) and (b) show that the NO2 signalsignals  of PAN and MeN when the wall 396 

loss rate coefficient of RO2 is 0.3 /s. PanelPanels (c) and (d) show that the NO2 signalsignals of PAN and MeN when the wall loss rate 397 

coefficient of RO2 is 5 /s. 398 
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4. Results and discussion  399 

4.1 Measurement interference 400 

Previous studies have shown that the filter losses and wall losses of NO2, PNs and ANs are small when using Teflon 401 

tubes and Teflon filters (Paul et al ., 2009; Thieser et al., 2016). As shown in Fig. S2S4, the response to concentration 402 

changes of PAN was nearly instantaneous under the normal sampling, suggesting that  the memory effects on the inlet 403 

and cavity tubing arewere insignificant. As shown in Fig. S3Figs. S5 and Fig. S4S6, the filter loss and sampling tube 404 

are negligible. The transmission efficiency for PAN is > 97% if there is a fresh filter membrane in the holder. We 405 

purposepropose that changing the filter once a day can ensure a high transmission efficiency of the species to be 406 

detected. In the heatingHowever, isoprene nitrates are prone to hydrolysis (Vasquez et al., 2020), which is more likely 407 

to be lost during sampling. We have no evaluation of the sampling loss of isoprene nitrates, and the wall loss of 408 

isoprene nitrates is likely to be reduced by increasing the frequency of filter changes. In the heated channels, organic 409 

nitrates will be thermally dissociated to produce NO2, but some simultaneous reactions will affect the NO2 mixing 410 

ratio. The potential interferences mainly come from the following reactions: formation of NO2 via NO and O3, 411 

pyrolysis of O3, reactions of organic radicals with NO and NO2, and pyrolysis of other reactive nitrogen oxides. 412 

The formation of NO2 in a dark reaction between NO and O3 should be considered in NO2  413 

measurementmeasurements. If the reaction has continued for a certain time (t) during the sampling, the amount of 414 

NO2 formed [NO2]t can be calculated: [NO2]t = k  ×   × [NO] ×   × [O3] ×   × t, where k is the rate coefficient for 415 

Reactionreaction (R4) and is given as 2.07× ×10-12 exp (-1400/T) cm3/molecule/s (Atkinson et al., 2004). According 416 

to the temperature distribution and the airflow temperature measurements changing with the distance after the heating 417 

quartz tube, the heated channel temperature profiles under normal sampling are shown in Fig. S5S7. Based on the 418 

temperature profile, the reaction of NO and O3  in the three channels can be calculated. As the residence time of 419 

airflow in the three channels is short and similar (0.806 s in the reference channel; 0.697 s in the ANs channel; and 420 

0.730 s in the PNs channel), the simulation results of simulations show that the inference is small. For example, in a 421 

case onduring an ozone pollution day with O3 = 100 ppbv, NO = 2 ppbv and NO2 = 5 ppbv, the NO2 produced by the 422 

reaction of NO and O3  in the reference channel is 0.07 ppbv, corresponding to 1.3% of atmospheric NO2. Similarly,  423 

the interferences in the ANs channel and PNs channel are 0.14 ppbv (2.7% of NO2) and 0.10 ppbv (2.0% of NO2), 424 

respectively.      The interferences are within 3% in the typical case, which is smaller than the uncertainty of the 425 

NO2 measurement. Therefore, the interference is ignored in the measurement correction.  426 

The thermal degradation of O3  occurs at high temperatures, which reduces NO2  to NO via O(3P) (R5-R7). The 427 

interference was onceInterference has been ignored before in the process of PNs and ANs pyrolysis (Day et al., 2002). 428 

However, the subsequent studies have shown that the reaction can cause significant negative deviations in the 429 

measurements of NO2 underat higher temperaturetemperatures, and the degree of interference is closely related to 430 

the temperature change of the pyrolysispyrolytic module (Lee et al., 2014; Thieser et al., 2016). To determine the 431 

reduction reaction effect, we did theperformed experiments in which NO2 was detected in three different channels 432 

when the various amounts of NO2  and O3  were added. The experimentexperimental results are shown in Table 1 with 433 

various amounts of NO2, and O3 added. No significant NO2 mixing ratio difference was observed between the 434 

reference and ANs channels. We showed a negligible interference here, which is different from previous reports (Lee 435 

et al., 2014; Thieser et al., 2016). This is likely caused by athe much lower temperature setting of our ANs 436 

measurement channel. Since the pyrolysispyrolytic rate constant of O3 is highly temperature-dependent, the lower 437 

temperature would largely reduce the level of O atomatoms as well as this interference. 438 

NO + O3 → NO2                                 (R4) 439 

O3 → O + O2                                     (R5) 440 

O + O2 + M → O3  + M                            (R6) 441 
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O + NO2 → O2  + NO                              (R7) 442 

 443 

 444 

 445 

 446 

Table 1. The measurementsMeasurements of the NO2 mixing ratio in three channels of the TD-CEAS with different added amounts of 447 

NO2 and O3.  448 

Order [NO2] [O3] [O3]×[NO2] [NO2]TD380 [NO2] -[NO2] TD380 

 [ppbv] [ppbv] [ppbv×ppbv] [ppbv] [ppbv] 

0 7.45±0.27 48.19 359 7.79±0.27 -0.34 

1 7.89±0.27 67.47 532 8.17±0.28 -0.28 

2 15.58±0.29 48.19 751 15.84±0.28 -0.26 

3 8.23±0.27 96.38 793 8.22±0.28 0.01 

4 15.77±0.25 67.47 1064 15.94±0.27 -0.17 

5 8.43±0.27 144.57 1218 8.64±0.28 -0.21 

6 16.18±0.28 96.38 1559 16.20±0.28 -0.02 

7 16.28±0.30 144.57 2354 16.26±0.31 0.02 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          449 

The RO2 recombines with NO2 or reacts with NO to interfere with the measurement of ANs and PNs. Taking PAN 450 

as an example, the organic radicals may trigger interference, as described abovebelow (R8-R15). The PAPAs 451 

produced after thermal dissociation of PAN (R8) can recombine with NO2 (R9). RO2PAs can oxidize NO to produce 452 

NO2 while generating another organic radical (R10). CH3O2 can further initiate a series of reactions that affect the 453 

distribution of NO2 (R11-R15). Therefore, the lifetime and fate of PAPAs generated by PAN pyrolysis will cause the 454 

interference, and atmospheric NO and NO2 will affect the degree of measurement interference.  455 

CH3C(O)O2NO2 + M → CH3C(O)O2 + NO2  + M                (R8) 456 

CH3C(O)O2 + NO2 + M → CH3C(O)O2NO2  + M                (R9) 457 

CH3C(O)O2 + NO (+ O2) → NO2 +CH3O2 + CO2               (R10) 458 

CH3O2 + NO → 0.999 × (CH3O + NO2) + 0.001 × CH3O2NO2      (R11) 459 

CH3O → HCHO + HO2                                    (R12) 460 

CH3O2 + NO2 → CH3O2NO2                                (R13)      461 

HO2 + NO → OH + NO2                                  (R14) 462 

OH + NO2 → HNO3                                      (R15) 463 

CH3NO3 → CH3O + NO2                                   (R16) 464 

A set of laboratory experiments was conducted to measure the interference in the PNs channelchannels with 465 

different NO, NO2 and PAN levels. Fig. 9a9(a) shows the measurementmeasured and simulationsimulated results of 466 

different PAN concentration concentrations mixed with different concentrations of NO. With the increase in NO 467 

added, the detected PNsPN mixing ratio (the signal difference between the PNs channel and REF channel) also 468 

gradually increased. More NO reacted with PA radicals generated during thermal dissociation to produce additional 469 

NO2 within the residence time in the PNs channel, which led to the measurements higher than the PAN source level. 470 

In contrast, as shown in Fig. 9b,9(b), the measured PNs were lower than the PAN source level when NO2 was added 471 

to the source, and the bias increased with the increase ofin NO2 added. The addition of NO2 into the system improves 472 

the overall concentration of NO2 in the PNs channel, promoting the reformationregeneration to PAN.  473 

We conducted numerical simulations by a box model to mimic the observationobservations and to check the 474 

chemical reactions in the PNsPN channel. Fig. 9a9(a) shows that the simulations have a good consistency with the 475 
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experiment result experimental results under different NO levels. Fig. 9b9(b) shows that the model can capture the 476 

trend of experimental results on NO2 interferences, except in the case of a PAN source of 4.5 ppbv, which mightmay 477 

be due to the reaction of small excess RO2 in the PAN source line and extra NO2 added to the instrument to generate 478 

additional PAN before sampling into the instrument. Overall, these experiments proved that NO and NO2 interfere 479 

with the measurement of PNs. However, the agreement of experimentsthe experimental and model results indicates 480 

that the interference of NO, and NO2 for PNs measurements can be corrected. In the field measurements, the 481 

correction factor refers to the ratio between the real value and the measured value of PNs. For example, in a typical 482 

case during field measurements where PANPNs = 3 ppbv, NO = 8 ppbv and NO2 = 5 ppbv, the difference between 483 

the PNs channel and reference channel is equal to 4.54 ppbv (equivalent to the measured PANPNs), which 484 

requirerequires a correction factor of 0.66. Here, nearly 40000 simulations are doneperformed under various initial 485 

concentrations of NO (0-70 ppbv), NO2 (0-60 ppbv) and PAN (0-10 ppbv) to getobtain the correction factor look-up 486 

table for our first field measurement (detailed in Sect. 4.3). The correction factor (C1) for PNs measurements in the 487 

PNs channel can be determined byfrom the look-up table according to the atmospheric NO and NO2 and the raw data 488 

of PNs measurements withusing linear interpolation. According to Eq. 9, the corrected PNs mixing ratios are derived 489 

by the raw PNs measurements ([NO2_180]) and C1. 490 

 491 

 492 

[PNs_real] =  [NO
2
_180] × C1                 (9) 493 

 494 
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 495 

Figure 9. ModeledSimulated (lines) and measured (points) differencedifferences between the NO2 signal in the PNs channel and 496 

reference channel for different PAN samples with different added amounts of NO ( a) and NO2 (b). The error bars show one standard 497 

deviation.  498 

Fig. 10 displays the interference of NO and NO2 toIn the ANs channel, the PAN measurements in the ANs channel. 499 

The thermal dissociation of PA radicalradicals is rapid, and the reformationregeneration of PAN is also suppressed 500 

at higher temperatures. SoTherefore, there is a different relationship between PANs and ambient NOx in the ANs 501 

channel. Similar to PNs, the PAN measurement response to NOof ANs could be affected by NOX. We derived the 502 

PNs corrected by C1 and [NO2_180] as mentioned above. To determine the corrected concentrations of ANs as Eqs. 503 

10-11 show, we need to apply another correction factor (C2) to determine the contribution of PNs to ONs, in which 504 

this is subtracted from the raw ONs measurement ([NO2_380]) and finally the third correction factor (C3) is applied 505 

to obtain corrected ANs measurements. Fig. NO2 added are weakened.10 displays the interference of NO and NO2  506 

with the PAN measurements in the ANs channel. The laboratory experiments showed that the measured signal 507 

difference increased with NO (Fig. 10a).10(a)). Hence, the presence of NO still led to the higher measurement 508 

resultresults of ONs thancompared with the source value. However, the interference was weakenweakened compared 509 

with the measured results in the PNs channel at the same NO and PAN source levellevels (Fig. 9a).9(a)). Similarly, 510 

the experiments with NO2 added NO2 showed the underestimated measurements of ONs, and the interference was 511 

significantly weakened compared with that in the PNs channel. We used the same box model except for updating the 512 

temperature distribution and the corresponding residence time in the ANs tubechannel to simulate the interference of 513 

NO or NO2 under different PAN source levels. However, there are still some uncertainties about the reaction 514 

mechanism and reaction rate for the thermal dissociation of PAN at suchthese high temperatures. Similar to the 515 

simulation results of (Thieser et al., 2016), we did theWe performed sensitivity tests abouton the follow-up reactions 516 

of PA,PAs, similar to the simulation results of Thieser et al. (2016), and found that the isomerization of PAPAs to 517 

CH2C(O)OOH has a great effect on the consistency of the experiments and the simulation results. If the reaction rate 518 

of the branching reaction is set to zero, as shown in Fig. 10, the simulation results capture the trend well when NO2  519 
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or NO is added. Many factors affect the NO2 signal of NO2 produced by the thermal dissociation of PAN, so; therefore, 520 

the mechanism scheme mentioned above provides a reasonable assumption tofor the interference process. Overall, 521 

the box model predicts the interference of PAN measurement caused by NO and NO2. Therefore in the ANs channel. 522 

Next, the correction factors (C2) of different cases under various amounts of NO, NO2 and PAN added in the ANs 523 

channel are simulated to form the second look-up table, and then we can capture the signal contribution of PNs to the 524 

ONs measurements in ANs channel. . 525 

MeN[NO2_380] = 
[PNs_real]

C2
+ 

[ANs_real]

C3
               (10) 526 

 527 

 528 

Figure 10. Simulated (lines) and measured (points) differences between the NO2 signal in the ANs channel and reference channel for 529 

different PAN sources with different amounts of NO (a) and NO2 (b). The error bars show one standard deviation.  530 

The raw ONs mixing ratio ([NO2_380]) is determined by the difference between the ANs channel and reference 531 

channel based on the 'SPEC' method. According to Eq. 10, it is necessary to quantify the interference caused by 532 

ambient NO/NO2 for ANs measurements. Due to the lack of ANs sources, we use box models to study the 533 

interferences by setting MeN as the representative ANs. Methyl nitrate is pyrolyzed to produce NO2 and CH3O in the 534 

ANs channel (R16), and CH3O is an important intermediate product of the reactions about PAof PAs (R10 - -R12). 535 

Therefore, the mechanism scheme aboutregarding PAN applies to simulations to correct the interference simulations 536 

of atmospheric NOx to thefor ANs measurements. Similarly, the different cases under various NO, NO2 and MeN 537 

addedadditions were simulated to form the third look-up table for the corrections of ANs measurements in the ANs 538 

channel. Through the look-up tables, the method to correct ANs measurements are established. Based on the ‘SEPC’ 539 

method, the raw concentration of ONs ([ONs]) and PNs ([PNs_180]) can be gained, which need further corrections. 540 

As for PNs measurements, the related cases can be found by the atmospheric NOx and the detected [PNs_180] in 541 

PNs channel according to the first look-up table. Then the right correction factor (C1) is calculated based on linear 542 

interpolation between the correction factor and detected signal of PAN measurement under the same NOx distribution. 543 

As shown in Eq. 9, the corrected PNs mixing ratio ([PNs_C]) is derived by [PNs_180] and C1. The interference 544 
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relationships between atmospheric NOx and PNs are different in two TD channels, so it is necessary to determine the 545 

contribution of PNs to ONs signal before subtracted in the ANs channel. We use the [PNs_C] derived by the first 546 

look-up table and the atmospheric NOx to determine the correction factor (C2) for PNs signal based on the second 547 

look-up table. Then the contribution of PNs to ONs measurements ([PNs_380]) is determined by Eq. 10. Therefore, 548 

the raw concentration of ANs ([ANs]) is calculated by subtracting [PNs_380] from [ONs] (Eq. 11). As for the 549 

correction of ANs, theAccording to Eq. 10, the raw concentration of ANs is the difference between the raw ONs 550 

measurements ([NO2_380]) and the signal contribution of PNs ([PNs_real]/C2) in the ANs channel. The correction 551 

factor (C3) is determined by the third look-up table, and then the result is multiplied [ANs] to obtain the corrected 552 

ANs mixing ratio ([ANs_C]) (by Eq. 12).    11.  553 

[PNs_C] = [PNs_180] × C1                      (9) 554 

[PNs_380] = 
[PNs_C]

C2
                            (10) 555 

[ANs] = [ONs] −  [PNs_380]                   (11) 556 

[ANs_C] = [ANs][ANs_real] = ([NO2_380] - 
[PNs_real]

C2
 )  × C3                        (12(11) 557 

In addition to the interference mentioned above, other nitrogen compounds may undergo pyrolysis to generate NO2  558 

in the heatingheated channels, such as N2O5 and ClNO2 (Li et al., 2018; Thaler et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2017a; 559 

Womack et al., 2017), which may be a source of uncertainty for measurements of organic nitrates. These interferences 560 

at night and early morning. Interferences can be extracted withif the simultaneous measurementmeasurements of 561 

N2O5 and ClNO2.  are available. 562 

 563 

 564 

Figure 10. Modeled (lines) and measured (points) difference between the NO2 signal in the ANs channel and reference channel for 565 

different PAN sources with different amounts of NO (a) and NO2 (b). The error bars show one standard deviation.  566 

4.2 Uncertainty and detection limit 567 
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The uncertainty of the CEAS measurement of NO2 is contributed by the absorption cross-section, mirror reflectivity, 568 

and effective cavity length., and spectral fitting. The absorption cross-section of NO2 is taken from Voigt et al. (2002), 569 

whose uncertainty is aboutapproximately 4% (Voigt et al., 2002); the uncertainty of mirror reflectivity is 570 

aboutapproximately 5%, determined by the error of the scattering cross-section of N2 ; the uncertainty of effective 571 

cavity length is aboutapproximately 4.5%.%; and the uncertainty of spectral fitting when omitting the cross-section 572 

of glyoxal is 4%. According to the Gaussian error propagation, the associated uncertainty of the ambient NO2 573 

measurement is ±89% based on the above parameters. The precision of the instrumentCEAS can be assessed by the 574 

Allan deviation and standard deviation (Duan et al., 2018; Langridge et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2017a). Fig. . We 11 575 

shows the variance analysis of 21077 continuously measured 21077 spectrumsN2  spectra when the cavity was filled 576 

with N2 under purge. The integration time was 3 s, and the sampling time was 6 s, as every two spectra average were 577 

averaged before saving. The first 100 nitrogen spectrumsN2 spectra collected were averaged as I0, and all the 578 

spectrumsspectra were analyzed based on the I0. The data set was divided into 300 gradients for Gaussian fitting, and 579 

1σ iswas 97 pptv, as shown in Fig. 9a.11(a). The 21077 spectrumsN2  spectra mentioned above were averaged at  580 

different time intervals (from 6 s to 11400 s). The), and then the Allan deviations at different time intervals were 581 

calculated (Duan et al., 2018; Langridge et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2017a). . As shown in Fig. 9b,11(b), the Allan 582 

deviation decreases as the sampling time increases when the sampling time is smaller than 1300 s, and the minimum 583 

is 5 pptv. When the sampling time is 6 s, the Allan variance can reach 90 pptv, close to 1σ. ANs and PNs are detected 584 

by the same CEAS system and calculated by the dynamic I0 (‘SEPC’'SPEC') method, so; therefore, their precision is 585 

identical withto the NO2  measurement. The uncertainty of [ANs] and [PNs] mainly comes from the spectrumspectral 586 

fitting to derive the concentration of NO2 and the interference correction in heated channels, which should be larger 587 

than 8%. 9%. 588 

 589 

 590 

Figure 11. The instrumentInstrument performance with different integration times. Panel (a) theThe standard deviation of the 591 

measurements of NO2 forwith a 6 s integration time. Panel (b) Allan deviation plots for measurements of NO2 forwith a 6 s integratio n 592 

time.  593 

The performanceAs summarized in Table 2, there are several typical technologies to measure organic nitrates 594 

based on the thermal dissociation method. TD-LIF is the pioneer to determine organic nitrates by measuring NO2 595 
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produced through pyrolysis (Day et al., 2002), and the technology has been developed well and deployed in 596 

considerable campaigns (Di Carlo et al., 2013; Farmer et al., 2006). TD-LIF has a high time resolution and low 597 

detection limit, but the determination of NO2 has to rely on extra calibration. TD-CIMS has a similar limitation as 598 

TD-LIF, and the method can measure some individual species of PNs, which need corresponding standards to  be 599 

calibrated one by one (Slusher et al., 2004). CRDS, CAPS and CEAS are all cavity-enhanced techniques with high 600 

sensitivity and time resolution, of which CRDS and CAPS have been applied to detect NO2  after ON pyrolysis. 601 

Specifically, in this study, the ONs and PNs are determined directly through broadband absorption measurement by 602 

CEAS, which can avoid the uncertainty caused by multiple spectral fitting and subsequent differential calculations. 603 

Overall, TD-CEAS has a detection capacity similar to that of TD-LIF and others. Recently, PERCA-CRDS was 604 

developed to indirectly determine PNs by measuring NO2 through chemical amplification, which also showed high 605 

sensitivity, but the technology for atmospheric measurements needs to be studied further.  606 

Table 2. Typical thermal dissociation methods to measure organic nitrates.  607 

Method Targets Time resolution  Detection limit Accuracy Reference 

TD-LIF ANs, PNs 10 s 90 pptv 10-15% Day et al., 2002 

TD-LIF ANs, PNs 1 s 18.4, 28.1 pptv 22%, 34% Di Car lo et al., 2013 

TD-CIMS PAN, PPN 1 s 7, 4 pptv 20% Slusher et al., 2004 

TD-CRDS ANs, PNs 1 s 100 pptv 6% Paul et al., 2009  

TD-CAPS PNs, ONs 2 min 7 pptv N.A. Sadanaga et al., 2016 

TD-CRDS ANs, PNs 1 s 28 pptv 6%+20 pptv Thieser et al., 2016 

TD-CRDS ANs, PNs 1 s 59, 94 pptv 8%+10 pptv Sobanski et al., 2016  

PERCA-CRDS PNs, PAN 1 s 6.8, 2.6 pptv  13% Taha et al., 2018 

TD-CEAS ANs, PNs 6 s 90 pptv 9% This work 

 608 

4.3 Performance in field observationobservations 609 

TD-CEAS has deployed the first field observationobservations in Xinjin County, Chengdu, China, in 2019, referred 610 

to as the CHOOSE campaign (Yang et al., 2020). As shown in Fig. S6S8, there is a residential area at 5 km from the 611 

northwest of the site; the surrounding area is lush with trees and is close to a forest park and a national wetland park; 612 

and there is an industrial park at aboutapproximately 12 km to the west and 8 km to the south separately. During the 613 

CHOOSE campaign, TD-CEAS was deployed in a container. The sampling inlet protruded from the container top 614 

and was supported by a bracket, with a height of 4 m above the ground. We determined the raw data of PNs and ONs 615 

during the observation period. Base on the NO, NO2, and raw PNs measured simultaneously, the specific correction 616 

factor picked from look-up table can be referred to, and then the raw data is corrected. The raw concentration of ANs 617 

can be obtained by subtracting the simulated PNs based on the second look-up table from the measured ONs in the 618 

ANs channel, and then the raw ANs are corrected according to the third look-up table, and then the raw data were 619 

corrected as mentioned above. Fig. 12(a). Fig. 12a shows the time series of raw data and the corrected data of PNs 620 

from August 9th to August 18th during the CHOOSE campaign, and Fig. 12b12(b) shows the time series of ANs 621 

measurements before and after correctedcorrection. The correction factors used during corrections are shown in Fig. 622 

S7S9. The value of C1 iswas generally greater than 1.0 (except during the morning), suggesting that the role of NO2  623 

iswas more significant than that of NO inat this site. The tendency of C2 and C3 is similar towas consistent with C1  624 

during measurements, but the daily changechanges of C2 and C3 were relatively smaller as the decrease of the 625 

sensitivity of interferences in the ANs channel decreased, as mentioned above. Fig. 12c12(c) shows that NO2  was 626 

constantly increasingincreased at night, reaching a peak near the early morning, and maintaining a high value 627 

aroundto approximately 11 a.m. High mixing ratios of PNs were observed during the measurement, and the diurnal 628 
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variation of PNs was clear. The peak of ANs appeared in the noontime and several hours before that of PNs. However, 629 

when the ambient NO2 changed drastically at night during the campaign, the difference in NO2 between adjacent 630 

measurement phases in a cycle was great, resulting in unfeasible measurements (Fig. S10). Simultaneous 631 

measurements showed that the N2O5 mixing ratio during nighttime was low and zero during the daytime. Therefore, 632 

the interferences of N2O5 were negligible for the ONs measurements during the daytime during the CHOOSE 633 

campaign. Nevertheless, the observed ANs may have been subject to the interference from ClNO2. 634 

A photolytic conversion chemiluminescence detector (PC-CLD) was used to measure NO and NO2 induring the 635 

campaign. The time series of NO2 measured by the TD-CEAS and PL-CLD with a 5 min average is shown in Fig. 636 

13a,13(a), which arewere from August 9th to August 16th. The trend of NO2  measured by the two instruments 637 

agreeagrees well, but the results of the PL-CLD are higher when the mixing ratio of NO2 iswas low at noon. Fig. 638 

13b13(b) shows that the correlation coefficient of the NO2  concentration measured by the two instruments is up to 639 

0.99. The results of the TD-CEAS is a littleare slightly higher than the results of the PL-CLD, as the slope is 0.95, 640 

which is reasonable when considering the instrument uncertainties. The time series of PNs (TD-CEAS) and PAN 641 

(GC-ECD) is shown in Fig. 13c,13(c), and the trends are relatively consistent, but the results of PNs are higher than 642 

the results of PANs measured by the GC-ECD, especially in the noontime. Theat noon. This result is reasonable since 643 

the PAN concentration is the mosthighest but is not equal to the total concentration of PNs. The correlation between 644 

the two instruments is good, as the correction coefficient is up to 0.85 (Fig. 13d),13(d)), suggesting our instrument's 645 

feasibility in PNs measurement.   646 

 647 

 648 
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 649 

Figure 12. Time series of the observed mixing ratios of PNs, ANs and NO2, during ozone pollution from the CHOOSE campaign in 650 

2019. The yellow regions indicate the period for the daytime period. (a) The black lines represent the raw measurements of PNs, and the 651 

red lines are the corrected measurements of PNs according to the lookuplook-up table. (b) The blue lines represent the raw measurements 652 

of ANs, and the orange lines are the corrected measurements of ANs according to the lookuplook-up tables. (c) The 653 

measurementsMeasurements of NO2 in the reference channel.  654 

 655 

 656 
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 657 

Figure 13. Comparison of the TD-CEAS and PL-CLD in the CHOOSE campaign:. Panel (a) shows the time series of NO2 measurements. 658 

Orange points represent the results offrom the TD-CEAS, and the blue line represents the results offrom the PL-CLD. Panel (b) shows 659 

the NO2 correlation between the two instruments. Comparison of the PNs measured by the TD-CEAS and the PAN measured by the GC-660 

ECD:. Panel (c) shows the time series of PNs and PAN, orange dotspoints represent the results offrom the TD-CEAS, and blue line 661 

represents the results offrom the GC-ECD;. Panel (d) shows the PNs correlation of the two instruments.  662 

5. Conclusions and outlook 663 

We developed a new and robust TD-CEAS instrument to measure PNs, ANs, and NO2  in the atmosphere. The 664 

instrument uses only one CEAS to measure NO2, PNs and ANs to avoid the error caused by different detectors. This 665 

TD-CEAS is a combination of CEAS and pyrolysis technology for organic nitrates measurement. CEAS uses the 666 

small cavity cell of the cage system, with a total length of about 60 cm, a small overall volume and low energy 667 

consumption. The use of a NO2-CEAS system to detect three classes of compounds reduces the instrument 668 

uncertainty.high accuracy and sensitivity. The advantage of this equipment is that only one detector is used for 669 

measuring NO2 at 435 - 455 nm, which reduces the potential for cross-interference caused by multiple detectors and 670 

has a lower cost and simpler operation. One measurement cycle of the instrument is 3 min, with an LOD of 97 pptv 671 

(1σ) at 6 s. The short cycle period meets the atmospheric lifetime requirements of organic nitrates for measurement 672 

time resolutionand NO2 in general. The time resolution of the instrument is 6 s, one measurement cycle is 3 min, and 673 

sample gas from each channel is measured for 1 min. The instrument has a lower detection limit of 97 pptv (1σ). The 674 

The measurement interferences in the heating channels are characterized under different levels of ambient NO, NO2, 675 

and ONsorganic nitrates (PAN or MeN) by laboratory experiments and model simulations. ThreeA look-up tables 676 

were table method was established to correct the PNs and ANs concentration based on the detected NOx and organic 677 

nitrates. concentrations. 678 

The instrument was first deployed infor field measurementmeasurements in Chengdu, China, and the PNs 679 

measured by the TD-CEAS showed a good consistency with PAN measured by a GC-ECD during the daytime. 680 

However, when the ambient NO2  in the sampled air masses changechanges drastically, the difference in NO2 there 681 

will be great errors for the measurement of ANs and PNs, as the NO2  mixing ratio between adjacent measurement 682 
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modesphases in a cycle will be erroneous, resulting in the unfeasible measurement (definitely different. Adding 683 

another NO2-CEAS in parallel in the instrument Fig. S8). The simultaneous measurements show that the N2O5  mixing 684 

ratio during nighttime is low and zero during the daytime. Therefore, the interferences of the N2O5 is negligible for 685 

the ONs measurements during the day for the CHOOSE campaign. Neverthelesscontinuous NO2 measurement will 686 

avoid this limitation. In addition, the observed PNs and ANs may be subject to the level ofinterference from other 687 

reactive nitrogen species, such as N2O5 and ClNO2 without the, which can be corrected with simultaneous ClNO2  688 

measurementmeasurements in the future. Overall, this instrument is very suitable for detectingmeasuring NO2, PNs, 689 

and ANs in the chamber studies or ambient measurements with relatively stable air masses free of intensive emission 690 

interferences. Multiple detectors can be used for simultaneous observation to avoid limited measurement conditions. 691 

More importantly, the ways to reduce NOx emissions. We highlight the impact of interference reactionreactions in 692 

heated channels shall be investigated, such as for accurately measuring PNs and ANs. Although the look-up table can 693 

correct the interferences, the best way to reduce them is to quench RO2 during the sampling process by improving 694 

the instrument design, such as by increasing the wall loss of RO2 through increasing surface areas of the sampling 695 

lines or reducing the residence time during the sampling. in the heated channel. 696 
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